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Title of the Article
First Name Surname1 Scientific/academic degree; First Name Surname2 Scientific/academic degree
Institution, Country1; Institution, Country2
mail@mail.com1; mail@mail.com2
Abstract: 1000 - 2000 characters (no spaces) written in a single paragraph. An abstract is a shortened
version of the paper and should contain all information necessary for the reader to determine:
(1) topicality of the research; (2) what the aim of the study was; (3) methodology - how the study was
done (brief information about the participants (the number of the participants; what they are)) and the
methods used; (4) what results were obtained and the most important conclusion; (5) the significance of
the results. Bullets and numbering cannot be used in abstract. The abstract does not contain references.
Keywords: word, word, word, word, word (no more than five words; no more than one line). It is
necessary to specify the educational field in keywords, for example - adult education, university
education, design, sustainability).
Introduction
This template should be used in the preparation of articles for international scientific conference "Rural
Environment. Education. Personality. (REEP) 2019". The template uses the correct page formatting and
contains all the necessary styles. The styles are summarized in Table 2 at the end of the template.
The article must have 6 - 8 pages, included figures, tables, and bibliography. The article should be
prepared in English (United Kingdom) by Microsoft Word and checked by a compatible text editor. The
word-processed manuscripts of the articles using 11 points Times New Roman letters, single spaced and
written on A4 format, text must be arranged in one column, keeping margins of 25 mm from all sides.
Paragraphs should not be indented. Space before the paragraph should be 6 pt. Please do not use other
fonts or formatting. Do not number pages. Do not use “et al.” and “etc.” in the text (with the exception
in the reference). The article should be written in an impersonal style (in passive voice). All authors
must take care of the language revision they own. Use spellchecker. The language must be clear and
accurate. Do not use footnotes. The article should be sent as a word document in the attachment by email to the address reep@llu.lv
The title: Times New Roman letters using 12 points, no longer than 15 words. Capital letters should be
used for the title words.
Authors: first names and surnames of the authors, degree, institution, country, e-mail.
References in the text should be to each mentioned author, each table, each figure and each bibliography.
There should be references to the listed sources of the bibliography list in the text: the surname of the
author and the year of issue, indicated between brackets, numbers of used pages, please indicate behind
the year, for example, (Tight, 2003, 67). If a citation is used, the page number must be provided, but if
a simple source is used, there is no need for the page number. Do not mark the initials of authors in the
references or in the text. If the bibliography contains more than one author, then in-text citations consist
of the first author's name followed by "et al.", for example, (Krevskiy et al., 2018). If the bibliography
does not contain the author, but has a title with more than three words, then the reference should be
written by the first three words and dots, such as (Svarbiausi Bolonijos proceso…, 2008). The references
should be to the original source. Recitation of resources are not allowed. All references should be in
Roman and preferably in English.
The structure of the text of the article should generally have the following parts: Title of the article,
Abstract, Keywords, Introduction, Methodology, Results and Discussions, Conclusions, Bibliography.
The article should be structured according to the Template structure.
Introduction should consist of information about background of the problem, topicality, references to
relevant previous works, the aim of the article. The purpose should be defined in the end of introduction:
“The study aims…”
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Methodology
The methodology should be sufficiently informative to allow replication of the study.
Methodology section should consist of the following parts:
Research questions or hypotheses should be clearly stated at the beginning of the Method section. If the
study is an experiment, the variables and the design should be described.
Participants: Indicate the prospective study participants, their age (median or mean and standard deviation,
as well as range), type of activity, gender, what groups were formed, if any, sampling strategies, sample
size, number of groups, variables for which the groups are equalized. If a research hypothesis or research
questions suggest that there are groups of participants (for example, by gender), then the same information
is provided for each group.
Materials or Measures: It is necessary to indicate the methods used with references to their authors and
sources of publication, scales and indicators of the reliability of the methods, whether the questionnaires
are original or adapted.
Procedure: Describe how the measurement has been carried out: the order of measurement, stages,
conditions of measurement, and other specific characteristics of a particular research.
This methodology part also applies to theoretical research. Only theoretical conspectus will not be
accepted. Theoretical research must contain the novelty developed by the author of the article (something
new must be developed).
Results and Discussion
Supporting evidence should be presented together with the stated results of the pedagogic experiments,
including tables, figures and photographs and relevant statistical data. It is suggested to arrange the results
according to the previously set research questions or/and hypotheses. The discussion must be short and be
limited to the key aspects of the work. It is important to compare conceptions on the similar investigations in
the world and suggest future directions for research. An author should take in account that the electronic
version will be produced coloured and sent to databases, but the printed version of the proceedings will be
produced in grayscale (not coloured). Please, check out how pictures and photographs will look like in a
greyscale version of the paper. There should be one space between the digits and the percentage mark. Use
Nonbreaking Space (Ctrl+Shift+Space) between the percent sign and number, for example, 36 %. Do not
use decimal parts of percentages unless they are particularly important. Do not start a sentence with a digit
(“36 % of respondents marked…”), in this case it must be expressed in words such as: “Thirty-six percent of
respondents marked...” or change the sentence so that it does not begin with a number.
Figures should be referenced in the text as (Figure 1). The text in the figures should be of the same size
(11) as the main text or at least the 10th font. The digits must not cross the line in graphs and diagrams.
Classmates
Pupil and his/her
objectives

Teacher
FORMATION OF
A GRADE

Learning
environment

Study assignment, its
comprehensibility

Background (family,
friends and hobbies)

Figure 1. Factors influencing the formation of a grade
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Tables should be referenced in text as (Table 1). The size of letters in tables should be the same as in
the text, or at least the 10th font. Header row and other key cells can be pointed out using bold font.
Tables should consist - minimum 3 columns and 3 rows. Do not leave empty boxes in tables figures.
Try to arrange large tables on a single page. Width of tables and figures should not exceed the margins
of the document. If the table is divided between two pages, the second part of the tables should have
repeated table’ head-row. If the specific table or figure are described in the text use capital letters “T” and
“F”, for example, “On Table 1 and Figure 2 results are described …” A point is used to separate a
decimal fraction, not a comma.
Table 1
Title of the table
Colour

Count

Length, mm

Red

2

3.12

Green

44

99.50

Blue

10

0.036

Braun

3

30.00

Formulas and variable explanation should be formatted using appropriate styles. Authors can prepare
formulas in any equations editor and insert them as pictures, but Office Math ML editor is preferable.
Formulas (Formula 1) can be numbered throughout the article and referenced in text using these numbers
and round brackets (1).

a=2
where

b
c

(1)

a - variable one, units;
b - variable two, units;
c - variable three, units.

Constant numbers are in regular font. Variables in formulas and in text should be written in italic, for
example, “variable a is proportional to b and inversely proportional to c”. For currencies use ISO 4217
notation e.g., EUR, USD. Currency signs, for example, $, should not be used. Use Nonbreaking Space
(Ctrl+Shift+Space) between value and units.
If description is used in the text and then follow list, the sentence ends with colon. If the sentence ends
with colon, the list starts with a lowercase letter:
• list, text, text, text;
• list, text, text, text.
Conclusions
Conclusions should be based on results and if possible, the solutions to the problem outlined in the
introduction and answers to the research questions or tasks should be mentioned. Conclusions can be
represented using plain text or separated by points using appropriate style.
• The conclusions do not contain references; they must be the author's conclusions.
• Do not leave hyperlinks formatting.
Bibliography
How to prepare the bibliography list: Use APA 7 style. The list should be cited in Latin or Roman
alphabetical and ordered by family name and numbered (do not use tables in the bibliography list).
Bibliography in Latin or Roman alphabetical must be added in the original language with translation
of the title in English [note that an English translation of the title is included in square brackets (only
the title of the article has to be translated not the title of the journal)]. See example: http://bit.ly/apasblog.
It is recommended to use bibliography in English, but if you are citing a work written in a non-Latin
script (e.g., Chinese, Greek, Japanese, Russian), the reference must be transliterated into the English
alphabet and translated in English, for example, (Morozov et al., 2009). See "Apples to  "תפ׀חיםfor more
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on this topic. It is recommended to not exceed 20 % of a bibliography in other languages than
English. It is recommended to include at least 20 scientific sources in the bibliography. It is advisable
to refer to the most recent sources. It is recommended to add DOI numbers to those sources that have it.
References should be only to the published materials. Examples how to complete bibliography list:
book (Tight, 2003); journal article (Hines et al., 2019); book with editors (Alexander et al., 2009);
chapter in edited book (Krevskiy et al., 2018); article in edited proceedings (Nemejc et al., 2019);
republished book (Alexander et al., 2009; Tight, 2003); source in other language than English (AlvarezRojo et al., 2007; Daugulis et al., 2020; Morozov et al., 2009); online source (Blank, 2021); online
source in other language than English (Izglītības likums, 2019); e-book (Brück, 2009); normative
documents (Svarbiausi Bolonijos proceso…, 2008; Izglītības likums, 2019); organization as author
(UNESCO, 2014). Surnames and initials for up to 20 authors (instead of 7) should be provided in
the reference. If the full text of source of bibliography list is available in the Internet, it is desirable to
add a web address. Do not refer to ResearchGate: https://www.researchgate.net/. All URL addresses
in the bibliography have to be activated and ready to click. One source should be described in one
paragraph. The right style should be set up to every source of bibliography: Times New Roman 11pt.
Reference to book: authors, year of publication, title of the book (in italic), editorial, publisher. DOI
Reference to journal articles: authors, year of publication, title of the article, name of the journal (in
italic), volume (issue number in brackets), pages of article. DOI

1.

Alexander, P.A., & Winne, Р.Н. (Eds.). (2009). Handbook of Educational Psychology (2nd ed.).
Routledge. https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203874790
2. Alvarez-Rojo, V., & Romero-Rodriguez, S. (2007). Formacion basada en competencias para los
profesionales de la orientacion [Competence-based Education and Training for Guidance
Professionals]. Education XX1(10), 15-37. https://doi.org/10.5944/educxx1.1.10.295 (in
Rumanian)
3. Blank, C. (2021). Skills for a Career Counselor. Chron. Scribbr. https://work.chron.com/skillscareer-counselor-1077.html
4. Brück, M. (2009). Women in early British and Irish astronomy: Stars and satellites. Springer
Nature. https:/doi.org/10.1007/978-90-481-2473-2
5. Daugulis, P., & Krastiņa, E., & Sondore, A., & Vagale, V. (2020). Skaitlisko datu izkārtošanas
daudzveidība dziļākai matemātikas izpratnei [Variety of arrangements of numerical data for a
deeper understanding of mathematics]. In V. Lubkina, A. Indriksons (Eds.), The proceedings of
the International Scientific Conference Society. Integration. Education (SIE), 1, 107-118. Rezekne
Academy of Technologies. https://doi.org/10.17770/sie2020vol1.5081 (in Latvian)
6. Hines, E.M., & Vega, D.D., & Mayes, R., & Harris, P.C., & Mack, M. (2019). School counsellors
and school psychologists as collaborators of college and career readiness for students in urban
school
settings.
Journal
for
Multicultural
Education,
13(3),
190-202.
https://doi.org/10.1108/JME-02-2019-0015
7. Izglītības
likums
[Law
on
Education].
(2019).
Rīga:
IZM.
Scribbr.
http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=50759 (in Latvian)
8. Krevskiy, I.G., & Bershadsky, A., & Glotova, Т. (2018). Research Competence for Development
of Distance Education in Russian Universities. In V. Mkrttchian, L. Belyanina (Eds.), Handbook
of Research on Students' Research Competence in Modern Educational Contexts (1st ed., pp. 385408). IGI Global. https://doi.org/10.4018/978-1-5225-3485-3.ch020
9. Morozov, М.А., & Morozova, N.S. (2009). Informacionnye tehnologii v socialno-kulturnom
servise i turizme [Information technologies in social and cultural services and tourism]. Аkadamiya.
(in Russian)
10. Nemejc, K., & Smekalova, L., & Kriz, E. (2019). A Reflection of the Quality of Education in the
Use of Teaching Aids and the Importance of Lifelong Learning. In V. Dislere (Ed.), The
Proceedings of the International Scientific Conference Rural Environment. Education. Personality
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(REEP),
12,
94-103.
Latvia
University
of
Life
Sciences
and
Technologies. https://doi.org/10.22616/REEP.2019.012
11. Svarbiausi Bolonijos proceso dokumentai. Bolonijos – Londono laikotarpis 1999-2007 [Key
documents of the Bologna Process. Bologna – London period 1999-2007]. (2008). Vilnius:
Lietuvos
Respublikos
švietimo
ir
mokslo
ministerija.
Scribbr.
https://www.smm.lt/uploads/documents/Papildomas%20meniu2/Bolonijos_procesas/Bolonijos_
proceso_dokumentai_Bolonijos-Londono_laikotarpis.pdf (in Lithuanian)
12. Tight, M. (2003). Key concepts in Adult Education and Training (2nd ed). Routledge.
https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203434086
13. UNESCO. (2014). Global citizenship education. Preparing learners for the challenges of the 21st
century.
Scribbr.
https://www.unesco.at/fileadmin/Redaktion/Publikationen/PublikationsDokumente/2014_UNESCO_GCED_Preparing_learners.pdf

Table 2
Styles used in this template
Style

Usage

Comments

A_article_title

Use to format title of
the article

Times New Roman Bold 12pt, before
12pt, after 0pt.

A_name

Use to format first
names and surnames
of the authors

Separate author’s using semicolon.
Times New Roman Bold 11pt, before 6pt,
after 0pt.

A_organization

Use to format
institution

Times New Roman 11pt, before 0pt,
after 0pt.

An_abstract

Use to format
abstract and
keywords

Titles “Abstract:” and “Keywords:” left
in bold. Times New Roman 11pt, before
9pt, after 0pt.

A_title

Use to format titles

Should (Must) be kept together with the
next paragraph. Times New Roman 11pt,
before 12pt, after 0pt.

A_text

Use to format the text
of the article

Times New Roman 11pt, before 6pt,
after 0pt.

A_figure

Use to format figures
and titles of the
figures

Times New Roman11pt, before 0pt,
after 0pt.

A_table_number

Use to format table
number e.g. Table 1

Should (Must) be kept together with table
title. Times New Roman 11pt, before 6pt,
after 0pt.

A_table_title

Use to format table
title

Table title should (must) be kept together
with a table text. Times New Roman Bold
11pt, before 0pt, after 3pt.

A_table_header_row

Use to format header
row

Should (Must) be kept together with a table
text. Times New Roman Bold 11pt, before
3pt, after 3pt.

A_table_text

Use to format table
cells

Numeric values advisable be centred.
Times New Roman11pt, before 2pt,
after 2pt.
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Comments

A_formula

Use to format
formula

Should (Must) be kept together with a
formula variable. Times New Roman11pt,
before 6pt, after 6pt.

A_formula_variables

Use to format
explanations of the
variables

Add units to each variable explanation. Times
New Roman 11pt, before 0pt, after 0pt.

A_reference

Use to format
references

Times New Roman 11pt, before 0pt,
after 0pt.

A_bullet

Use to format
bulleted lists

Try to avoid multilevel bulleting. Times
New Roman 11pt, before 0pt, after 0pt.

A_bibliography_title

Use to format title of
Bibliography

Times New Roman 11pt, before 12pt, after
6pt.

A_bibliography_enumeration

Use to format list of
Bibliography

Times New Roman, 11 points.

